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Abstract
This paper deals with the eigenvalue problem for the operator L = −! − x · ∇ with Dirichlet boundary 
conditions. We are interested in proving the existence of a set minimizing any eigenvalue λk of L under 
a suitable measure constraint suggested by the structure of the operator. More precisely we prove that for 
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1. Introduction
In this paper we are interested in the following eigenvalue problem for the Dirichlet–Laplacian 
with a drift term
{−!u − x · ∇u = λu in #
u = 0 on ∂#, (1.1)







= λe|x|2/2u in #
u = 0 on ∂#,
(1.2)







2 dxi, x = (x1, . . . , xN) ∈ RN,
and let H 10 (#; mN) be the closure of C∞0 (#) with respect to the norm















= f e|x|2/2 in #
ϕ = 0 on ∂#,
(1.3)
is compact, self-adjoint and nonnegative (see Section 2); then the spectrum of R is purely dis-





≥ . . . ≥ 1
λk(#)
≥ . . .
Our main result is the following
Theorem 1.1. For any c > 0 the minimum
min{λk(#) : # ⊂ RN, # quasi-open set,mN(#) ≤ c} (1.4)
is achieved.
Remark 1.1. The above existence result is obtained in the class of quasi-open sets (for the 
definition of quasi-open sets we remind the reader to Remark 3.1 and the references mentioned 
therein). In some sense, this result is not fully satisfactory since the natural class we could expect 
is the class of open sets. Therefore, the main issue would be to prove now a regularity result, 
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namely that the optimal sets are open. Actually, this is certainly a difficult question, since even 
in the classical framework of the Laplacian, this regularity result is still not known (except for 
k = 1 and k = 2 for which the exact minimizer is known). Let us nevertheless mention that recent 
progresses have been done on that question by D. Bucur et al., see Corollary 5.4 and Theorem 6.1 
in [12].
Let us briefly discuss how our result is inserted in the literature. In the case of Laplace op-
erator, the analogous minimization problem with Lebesgue measure constraint has been faced 
for the first time by Buttazzo and Dal Maso in [13]. Their key assumption is that # varies in 
the class of sets contained in the same box D. Replacing D with RN is far from being simple 
due to the lack of compactness for generic sequences of sets. Very recently, this problem has 
been overcome independently by Mazzoleni and Pratelli in [23] and Bucur in [11] with different 
techniques. In our case, the set # is allowed to vary in the whole RN since the structure of the 
operator and the mN measure constraint allow us to earn the compact embedding of the weighted 
Sobolev space H 10 (#; mN) into the weighted Lebesgue space L2(#; mN) (see Theorem 2.2 be-
low).
On the other hand problem (1.1) can be viewed as a prototype of a more general class of 
eigenvalue problems. For instance in [16] (see also the references therein), among other things, 
the problem of minimizing the first eigenvalue of
{−div (A(x)∇u) + v · ∇u + V u = λu in #
u = 0 on ∂#
is addressed under various constraints on A, v, V, # by using a new notion of rearrangement. To 
our knowledge the existence of a domain minimizing a generic eigenvalue of problem (1.1) has 
not been established yet. In this paper we solve this question under the natural “weighted volume 
constraint”.
Using an appropriate notion of rearrangement, see for instance [10,28], a Faber–Krahn type 
inequality can be proved: the ball centered at the origin is the optimal domain for the first eigen-
value (i.e. the case k = 1). Now all the other cases are open. In the classical situation (the 
Dirichlet–Laplacian with a constraint on the Lebesgue measure) only two cases are solved: for 
k = 1, the minimizer is any ball (Faber–Krahn inequality), while for k = 2, it is the union of two 
identical balls (Krahn–Szëgo inequality), see [17] for more details. In our situation, even the case 
k = 2 is not clear because of the measure mN . In [3] we study this problem and prove, among 
other things, that the optimal domain is not composed of two identical balls.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 can be summarized as follows. We consider a minimizing se-
quence of quasi-open sets #n and we construct the sequence of functions wn ∈ H 10 (#n; mN)
solving problem (1.3) in #n with f ≡ 1. We prove that wn strongly converge to a function w
in L2(RN ; mN) and we define #̂ = {w > 0}. We prove that the eigenfunctions unj corresponding 
to λj (#n) weakly converge to uj ∈ H 10 (#̂; mN). We conclude that λj (#̂) is the minimum of 
problem (1.4). The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the compact embed-
ding of H 10 (RN ; mN) into L2(RN ; mN) and we provide a Hardy type inequality which in turn 
gives an improved embedding theorem. In Section 3 we prove a sharp reverse Hölder inequal-
ity for eigenfunctions that will be used to ensure the suitable convergence of unj . Note that 
these results may have an interest by their own. Finally Section 4 contains the proof of Theo-
rem 1.1.
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2. Some properties of weighted Sobolev spaces
2.1. Weighted isoperimetric inequalities and rearrangements
We start this section by recalling the isoperimetric inequality with respect to the measure mN . 
Let # ⊂ RN be a Lebesgue measurable set, we define the weighted perimeter of # with respect 
to mN by





















In [10] (see also [8,9]) the authors prove the following result.
Theorem 2.1. For any set # ⊂ RN with finite mN -measure,
PmN (#) ≥ PmN (#⋆), (2.1)
where #⋆ is the ball centered at the origin, having the same mN -measure as #. Equality sign 
holds in (2.1) if and only if # = #⋆.
As well-known, (2.1) turns out to be the key ingredient for a Faber–Krahn type inequality to 
hold (see Proposition 2.5). To this aim we give the notion of rearrangement with respect to the 
measure mN .
Let φ be a measurable real function defined in #. The distribution function of φ with respect 
to the mN -measure is defined by
µ(t) = mN ({x ∈ # : |φ(x)| > t}) , t ≥ 0,
while the decreasing rearrangement of φ with respect to the mN -measure is the function
φ∗(s) = sup {t ≥ 0 : µ(t) > s} , s ∈ (0,mN(#)).
It is easy to see that φ∗ is a nonincreasing, right-continuous function defined in (0, mN(#)), 
equidistributed with φ, that means φ and φ∗ have corresponding superlevel sets with the same 
mN -measure. This feature implies that
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and (2.1) reads as





We finally define φ⋆, the mN -symmetrization of φ, as follows
φ⋆(x) = φ∗ (H(|x|)) , x ∈ #⋆.
φ⋆ is the only spherically symmetric function, nonincreasing along the radii, whose superlevel 
sets are balls centered at the origin, with the same mN measure as the corresponding superlevel 
sets of |φ|. This definition immediately implies
||φ||Lp(#;mN) = ||φ⋆||Lp(#⋆;mN), ∀p ≥ 1.
The following inequalities hold true.


















For an exhaustive treatment on rearrangements see, for instance, [20,30,17,21,2].
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2.2. Weighted Sobolev spaces and embedding theorems
In order to prove the existence of the optimal set in (1.4) let us introduce the natural Sobolev 
spaces associated with problem (1.2). Let # be an arbitrary open subset of RN ; let us consider 










⎭ , q ≥ 1,











and let H 10 (#; mN) be the closure of C∞0 (#) with respect to the norm








We initially observe that, for any # ⊆ RN , if u ∈ H 10 (#; mN) and we define v = ue|x|
2/4, we get 
the following equivalence.
Proposition 2.3.
u ∈ H 10 (#;mN) ⇐⇒ v ∈ H 10 (#), |x|v ∈ L2(#).
The following Poincaré inequality is well-known (see for instance [15]).







The following theorem provides the compact embedding of H 1(RN ; mN) into L2(RN ; mN). 
Nevertheless this result can be found in [15], for the reader’s convenience we recall it here.
Theorem 2.2. The weighted Sobolev space H 1(RN ; mN) is compactly embedded into the 
weighted Lebesgue space L2(RN ; mN).
Proof. Let un ∈ H 1(RN ; mN) be such that
∫
RN
|∇un|2dmN ≤ C, ∀n ∈ N, (2.5)
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and (2.5) immediately gives
∫
RN
|∇vn|2dx ≤ C (2.6)
∫
RN
|x|2v2ndx ≤ C. (2.7)
In order to prove the compactness of the sequence {vn} in L2(RN) it is enough to show that for 
any ε > 0 there exist a constant δ > 0 and a set D ⊂ RN such that
∫
RN




2, ∀n ∈ N. (2.9)
(2.8) is an immediate consequence of (2.6). In order to prove (2.9) let us consider a ball BR






and choosing R in such a way that C
R2
< ε2 we have (2.9). Then, up to a subsequence, vn strongly 
converge to a function v in L2(RN). Let u = ve−|x|2/4. Clearly u ∈ L2(RN ; mN) and un strongly 
converge to u in L2(RN ; mN). ✷
By the above result, as mentioned in the Introduction, the operator R : f ∈ L2(#; mN) →







= f e|x|2/2 in #
ϕ = 0 on ∂#,
is compact; it is clearly self-adjoint and nonnegative, then the spectrum of R consists only of 





≥ . . . ≥ 1
λk(#)
≥ . . .
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Moreover, for every k ∈ N and every λk(#) the following min–max formula holds
λk(#) = min
V subspace of dim-










Problem (1.4) is completely solved when k = 1. Indeed, using Pólya–Szëgo inequality (2.3)
and the variational characterization of the first eigenvalue, arguing as for the Dirichlet–Laplacian, 
the following Faber–Krahn type inequality can be easily proven.
Proposition 2.5. Let # be an open subset of RN with finite mN measure. Then
λ1(#) ≥ λ1(#⋆).
Note, finally, that a Szëgo–Weinberger type inequality also holds true for the first nontrivial 
Neumann eigenvalue of the differential operator appearing in (1.1) (see [7]).
2.3. A Hardy type inequality and consequences
















)2/2∗ : ϕ ∈ H
1(RN ;mN) \ {0}
}



















Moreover, by interpolation between L2(RN ; mN) and L2∗(RN ; mN) they obtain that for any 
2 ≤ q ≤ 2∗ there exists a positive constant C such that if 1q = a2 + 1−a2∗ and u ∈ H 1(RN ; mN)
then
||u||Lq(RN ;mN) ≤ C||u||aL2(RN ;mN)||∇u||
1−a
L2(RN ;mN).
We go further by proving a Hardy type inequality with respect to the measure mN (see for 
example [31,4]). This inequality, as in the classical case, will imply that, if N ≥ 3, H 1(RN ; mN)
is continuously embedded into the weighted Lorentz space L2
∗,2(RN ; mN) and a fortiori in 
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L2
∗


























ρN(r) = 1 if N = 2.




ρN(r) + rρN(r) = ρ2N(r); (2.11)
by differentiating (2.11) we immediately get that ρN cannot have positive maxima. Thus it has a 
unique minimum point T > 0 where ρN(T ) > 0.











Moreover 14 is sharp.
Proof. Since 
(
ψ ′(r) + 12ρN(r)ψ(r)
)2






















and from (2.11) we immediately deduce the claim.
In order to prove that the constant 14 is sharp it suffices to consider the following sequence of 
functions
















































The following Hardy inequality holds true.












ρN(r) 0 < r < T
ρN(T ) r ≥ T .
Moreover 14 is sharp.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let u ∈ H 1(RN ; mN). Taking into account (2.3) and (2.2) it is enough 



















We get (2.12) by applying Lemma 2.1 and 0 < ρN,T (r) ≤ ρN(r), r > 0. ✷
Let N ≥ 3 and u ∈ H 1(RN ; mN). Pólya–Szëgo principle (2.3) together with Hardy inequality 
(2.12) yield


































that is H 1(RN ; mN) is continuously embedded in the Lorentz space L2∗,2(RN ; mN) (see for 







t max{1, log(1/t)}2 dt.















3. A reverse Hölder inequality








= λj (#)e|x|2/2uj in #
uj = 0 on ∂#,
(3.1)
where # is an open subset of RN (N ≥ 2) with finite mN -measure. The main result of this section 
is a sharp reverse Hölder inequality for uj . In the case of the Dirichlet–Laplacian, this kind of 
estimates has been proved in [26,14].
The first step in our arguments consists into introducing a ball Br̃ such that λj (#) = λj (Br̃ ). 
Since the explicit value of λj (Br̃ ) is not known, we estimate it from above and below in terms 
of r̃ . To this aim observe that, if uj is a solution to (3.1), the function vj = uj e|x|2/4 satisfies the 
following Dirichlet problem for the harmonic oscillator
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{
−!vj + 14 |x|2vj = νj (#)vj in #
vj = 0 on ∂#
(3.2)
with νj (#) = λj (#) − N2 .
When # = RN the spectrum and the eigenfunctions of (3.2) are explicitly known (see for 
instance [15]). In particular the spectrum is given by {νj (RN) = N + j − 1 : j = 1, 2, . . .}. 
When j = 1, ν1(RN) = N is simple and a corresponding eigenfunction is e−|x|2/2.
When # ⊂ RN , since the eigenvalues of (3.2) are decreasing with respect to inclusion of sets, 
we get



















: ϕ ∈ H 10 (#) \ {0}
}
= λ−!1 (#)
where λ−!1 (#) is the first eigenvalue of the Dirichlet–Laplacian in #. Whenever # has finite 
mN -measure, by the well-known Faber–Krahn inequality, if BR is a ball with the same Lebesgue 
measure as #, it holds
λ−!1 (#) ≥ λ−!1 (BR) =
j2N/2−1,1
R2
















where R# is the radius of the smallest ball centered at the origin and containing #.
Now, let us come back to problem (3.1). From now on we will suppose that # has finite 
mN -measure. By integrating the equation in (3.1) on the superlevel sets of uj , using isoperimetric 
inequality (2.1), co-area formula and Hölder inequality, according to a technique introduced by 
Talenti in [29], in [10] it is proved that
{
−U ′′j (s) ≤ λj (#)I−2(s)Uj (s) in (0,mN(#))
Uj (0) = U ′j (mN(#)) = 0,







I (s) = inf
{






is the isoperimetric function associated to the measure mN .
For any fixed L > 0 we consider the following Sturm–Liouville problem
{−ϕ′′(s) = σ I−2(s)ϕ(s) in (0,L)


































(see [24,6]). Therefore spectral theory on selfadjoint compact operators ensures that the first 















Now we claim that there exists a value of L, say L̃, such that
σ1(0, L̃) = λj (#).







= λe|x|2/2z in Br
z = 0 on ∂Br,
(3.6)
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where Br denotes the ball centered at the origin having radius r . By Theorem 2.2 the first eigen-







: ψ ∈ H 10 (Br ;mN)\ {0}
}
.
By (2.3) we know that such a minimum is achieved on a function z such that
z(x) = z⋆(x).
At this point it easy to verify that λ1(Br) is a continuous and strictly decreasing function with 
respect to r . Moreover an easy consequence of (3.3), (3.4) is
lim
r→0+






Therefore there exists a unique value of r , say ̃r, such that
λ1(Br̃ ) = λj (#).






satisfies (3.5) with σ1(0, ̃L) = λ1(Br̃ ) = λj (#). Note that if L̃ = mN(#) the results we are going 
to state become trivial since in this case Uj and Z are proportional. So from now on we will 
assume that L̃ < mN(#) and we will define the function Z(s) on the whole interval (0, mN(#))
by setting its value constantly equal to Z(L̃) on (L̃, mN(#)).
The following comparison result holds true. We omit the proof, since it can be obtained fol-
lowing, for instance, the lines of [1,5].

























dt, s ∈ (0, L̃).
The above result immediately implies the following reverse Hölder inequality.
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with ̃z defined as above.
Remark 3.1. The previous inequality is stated for any open set # with finite mN -measure. Ac-
tually, it also holds for any quasi-open set # with finite mN -measure. To see that, we can use the 
definition of a quasi-open set (see for example [18, Chapter 3]) to approach # by a sequence of 
open sets #ε such that # ⊂ #ε and the capacity of the difference #ε \ # is less than ε. Then 
#ε γ -converges to # and therefore the eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues of #ε converge to the 
corresponding eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of # allowing to pass to the limit in (3.7).
4. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Let #n be a minimizing sequence, and let wn be the solution to
{−!wn − x · ∇wn = 1 in #n
wn = 0 on ∂#n.
(4.1)
Choosing wn as test function in (4.1) and using Poincaré inequality (2.4) we get that the sequence 
wn is bounded in H 1(RN ; mN). The compact embedding of H 1(RN ; mN) in L2(RN ; mN)
ensures the existence of a subsequence, still denoted by wn, and the existence of a function 
w ∈ H 1(RN ; mN) such that
wn ⇀ w in H 1(RN ;mN)
wn → w in L2(RN ;mN)
wn → w a.e. in #.
Let us consider the quasi-open set
#̂ = {x ∈ RN : w(x) > 0}. (4.2)
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Since wn converges a.e. to w, we have for a.e. x ∈ RN
χ#̂(x) ≤ lim infn χ#n(x);








We want to prove that
λk(#̂) = min{λk(#) : mN(#) ≤ c}.






2dmN = 1. (4.3)




j in H 1(RN ;mN)
u
j
n → uj in L2(RN ;mN).
First of all we observe that uj ∈ H 10 (#̂; mN) (see Proposition 4.1 below).
Let us consider the set V = Span[u1, u2, · · · , uk] which is a vector subspace of H 10 (#; mN)
with dimension k.




n ∈ H 10 (#n; mN); then we have
vn ⇀ v in H 1(RN ;mN)








































































which concludes the proof.
Proposition 4.1. Let #n be a minimizing sequence in problem (1.4) and let u
j
n be an eigen-
function associated to λj (#n), 1 ≤ j ≤ k, satisfying (4.3). For every 1 ≤ j ≤ k there exists 




j in H 1(RN ;mN) (4.5)
u
j
n → uj in L2(RN ;mN). (4.6)
Proof. We first observe that (4.5) and (4.6) are easy consequences of Theorem 2.2. It remains 
to prove that uj ∈ H 10 (#̂; mN). By (3.7) (see Remark 3.1) there exists a constant M > 0, whose 
value is independent from n, such that
||ujn||∞ ≤ M.
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Suppose λk(#n) ≤ 3 for every n and, as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, let wn be the solution to 
problem (4.1). The function ψjn = 3Mwn − ujn satisfies
{
−!ψjn − x · ∇ψjn = f jn in #n
ψ
j
n = 0 on ∂#n









Analogously we can prove that −3Mwn ≤ ujn, and then
|ujn| ≤ 3Mwn.
Passing to the limit, we get
|uj | ≤ 3Mw a.e. (4.7)
Since w = 0 quasi-everywhere in RN \ #̂, (4.7) implies that uj ∈ H 10 (#̂; mN). ✷
Proposition 4.2. Let D be an open set in RN with finite mN -measure and let ψ be a solution to
{−!ψ − x · ∇ψ = f in D
ψ = 0 on ∂D (4.8)
with f ∈ L∞(D). If f ≥ 0 in D then ψ ≥ 0 in D.







η = f e−|x|2/4 in D
η = 0 on ∂D.
Since f ∈ L∞(D), by Talenti’s theorem (see [29]) η ∈ L∞(D). Let us consider the sequence of 
sets Dk = D ∩ Bk , where Bk is the ball centered at the origin, with radius k; it holds




ln |t | if N = 2
−|t |2−N if N ≥ 3.
We distinguish two cases: (i) 0 /∈ D̄, (ii) 0 ∈ D̄.
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(i) Let r0 > 0 be such that |x| > r0 for every x ∈ D̄. For any k ∈ N such that k > r0 we define
wk(x) =
{
6N(|x|) − 6N(r0), x ∈ Dk
6N(k) − 6N(r0), x ∈ D \ Dk
and
w(x) = 6N(|x|) − 6N(r0), x ∈ D.


























wk ≥ 0 in Dk
wk > 0 on Dk ∪ ∂Dk.
By Theorem 19, p. 97 in [27] we get that η ≥ 0 and hence ψ ≥ 0 in D.
(ii) If 0 /∈ D̄ it is enough to consider D̃k = Dk \ B2ε(0) for ε > 0 and
w̃k(x) =
{
6N(|x|) − 6N(ε), x ∈ D̃k
6N(k) − 6N(ε), x ∈ D \ Dk.
Reasoning as in the case (i) we get that ψ ≥ 0 in D \ B2ε(0) for every ε > 0 small enough. By 
continuity ψ ≥ 0 in D. ✷
Remark 4.1. The previous maximum principle also holds for a quasi-open set D with finite 
mN -measure. To see that, we proceed by external approximation Dε, exactly as in Remark 3.1, 
and we use the fact that the (non-negative) solutions to problem (4.8) on Dε converge to the 
solution of the same problem on D, thus this one is non-negative.
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